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Zilis has recently become aware of your broad and wide dissemination of the “Board Report 
Warning & Investigation Request for Zilis UltraCell® Products” (the “defamatory publication”) 
published on your Texas Cannabis Industry Association (“TCIA”) website and on other social media 
platforms.  Zilis demands that you remove all instances of the defamatory publication from any place 
it is published within 36 hours. 

Zilis is fully aware that the directors of the TCIA own and operate competitive businesses.  
The TCIA and its members and directors clearly intend to harm Zilis’ business and advantage their 
own.  This is the actual motivation behind the wide dissemination of the defamatory publication.  The 
TCIA’s board members should recognize that they, individually, and their businesses may bear legal 
liability for these unlawful acts against Zilis.  

Texas law makes statements that defame a business or interfere with its contracts unlawful.  
Zilis has already sustained damages as a result of the TCIA’s defamatory publication and continues to 
track all such damages.  These damages already include interference with Zilis Ambassadors, adverse 
effects on wholesale and retail sales, and damage to Zilis’ reputation.  Any delay by the TCIA and each 
of you in removing all instances of the defamatory publication will only increase the damages that are 
owed Zilis.  Based on the unsupported claims and outright falsehoods included in the defamatory 
publication, the TCIA and its “volunteer members” purposefully failed to conduct a proper 
investigation.   

The TCIA’s defamatory publication includes numerous falsehoods intended to harm Zilis.  
Below are select examples showing how the TCIA offered intentional misinformation and failed to 
recognize obvious truths: 

(i) The defamatory publication makes allegations that Zilis markets its products to 
children no fewer than three times, without providing or citing to any evidence.  
Nowhere in the defamatory publication does the TCIA show any of Zilis’ product 
labels, which include the warning: “Not intended for use by pregnant or nursing 
women or anyone under the age of 18.”  TCIA clearly ignores the fact that Zilis 
packages all its UltraCell liquid products with childproof caps.  Zilis’ labeling and 
product packaging all show that Zilis does not market to nor intend its product to be 
used by children.  Since the TCIA states that it has been conducting its “investigation” 
for a year, the absence of these facts demonstrates your intentional and malicious 
motives.  

(ii) The defamatory publication also makes inflammatory allegations about heavy metals.  
The TCIA used intentionally inapplicable standards and flawed testing as a basis to 
allege that one of Zilis’ products contained a high level of lead and that another had 
high levels of arsenic.  The TCIA’s tests are untrustworthy and totally false: 

(a) Zilis’ products are hemp supplements.  The TCIA fails to distinguish between that 
and the FDA’s water and food guidance but rather conflates the two unrelated 
subjects as it relates to heavy metals.    TCIA discusses Zilis’ products as though they 
were classified as a “food” which they are not.   TCIA intentionally misleads the 
public through its unauthorized and inappropriate application of food standards to a 
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hemp supplement.  The TCIA and its members and directors know or should be 
aware of the fact that the FDA does not establish a specific heavy metal limit for 
dietary or herbal supplements.  

(b) The TCIA intentionally and falsely claims that Zilis’ products have violated FDA 
limits when the FDA has not established a limit for either lead or arsenic in dietary 
supplements.  So, your many allegations that Zilis’s products contain heavy metals 
that exceed the FDA’s limits are knowingly false. 

(c) The TCIA’s third-party test results are highly misleading and false.  The TCIA used 
test results from two labs that were not properly accredited to test heavy metals. 
Importantly, those were the only two labs that reported high levels of heavy metals.  
Interestingly, and of critical importance is TCIA’s use of only one accredited 
laboratory— Proverde—to conduct the same testing on Zilis products. Proverde, 
did NOT show adulteration of heavy metals. 

(d)  The TCIA “report” focuses on arsenic.  There are two kinds—inorganic arsenic and 
organic arsenic.  Only inorganic arsenic is a known carcinogen.  The TCIA used a lab 
that tests for total arsenic, meaning the results can only show the total amount of 
arsenic without distinguishing between the two types.    Bluntly, the TCIA 
commissioned a test that cannot show if a harmful substance was detected and then 
deliberately reported the results as though they prove harmful levels. 

The TCIA has launched a business motivated, intentional and false attack on Zilis, one of the 
market leaders and a direct competitor of the TCIA directors’ own businesses in an attempt to harm 
Zilis and advantage yourselves.  We await your response confirming that you have removed all 
instances of the defamatory publication and identifying in writing all locations from which you 
removed the defamatory publication.  Send that information to me at Frost Brown Todd within the 
next 36 hours.   

Respectfully, 

Martin E. Rose 
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